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Executive summary

Abbreviations

Due to the climate change the summers are getting hotter than ever (IPCC
2019). To provide ourselves with a more comfortable living space, cooling the
air in our living spaces seems to be a logical but costly solution. In addition to
the high costs of the energy usage, if the energy that is used for cooling is not
provided by a renewable source, the action of cooling the household will further contribute to even more emissions, and thus negatively influence climate
change. To prevent this, alternatives to save energy can be implemented. As
this report will explain, acclimatization to higher temperatrues, as a way to
deal with heat well, can be viewed as a way to save energy since it will make
people used to higher temperatures, whereby less cooling is needed.

B&E - Business & Entrepreneurship
BM - Business model
C&A - Creativity & Aesthetics
FBP - Final Bachelor Project
ID - Industrial Design
MD&C - Math, Data & Computing
PI&V - Professional Identity & Vision
SDG - Sustainable Development Goal
T&R - Technology & Realization
U&S - User & Society

Chamyleon presents such an alternative by focussing on multimodal interactions while regulating the indoor climate in the home. The multimodal interactions of taking care of a plant could lead to more involvement and motivation for saving energy. It shows an example of how families in 2035 can be
motivated to use less energy in the context of summer comfort. Through a
speculative design approach, the project provokes the discussion on the cooling standards and maintaining sustainable, comfortable summers.
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What if saving energy were like
taking care of a plant?
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Prologue

Introduction

The climate crisis is one of the major problems of current society (IPCC 2019,
Attenborough 2020). Although the consequences might not be visible in all
regions yet, if no changes are made, these will become visible over time. As
a result, The Netherlands is also expected to be affected by global warming
with temperatures bigger than ever before.

Professional identity & vision
One aspect of good design would be that it is future-proof. Long-term thinking is essential to take
into account the effects on humanity, the market,
and our environment (Krznaric 2020). Thus, multiple
stakeholders should be considered, while taking into
account the future generations or more than human
approaches.
This project is placed in the domain of new futures.
It considers the current and future challenges of climate crisis and human needs. The smart home of a
family in 2035 is a starting point of the context here.
Together with other projects, a smart home is created to work on societal challenges starting from a local
place. Within the smart home, this project focuses on
creating comfortable summer situations while taking
the multiple stakeholders including the environment
and the ecosystem into account.

That is why people should be involved in the process and it is the reason why
design for behavior change can play a role. This is also where opportunity in
the design field lies.

The outcome of this project is a speculative design, that can be an inspiration
for cooling system developers. Arçelik, which develops electric household apResearch shows that most people already suffer from too hot air in their pliances, is an example of such a company. On the other hand, the current
homes (Groot 2021). High temperatures can lead to discomfort since too products in the market, like the ones of Arçelik, showed to be an inspiration
much warmth can lead to more distraction and drowsiness during the day, for this project. This makes collaborations with system cooling developers valand lower sleep quality during the night (Lan 2017). Together with the trend uable from both sides.
of an aging society, this is an even bigger problem because, as people age,
they become more vulnerable to heat due to reduced sweat response and
thirst sensation (Kenney and Chiu 2001). The biggest hindrance is experienced
during the morning and afternoon. Research also shows that overheating in
dwellings is a growing problem likely to lead to unequally distributed discomfort and harm, and an increase in domestic energy demand (Kuijer 2021).
These are all reasons why regulating temperature inside is important.
“How might families in 2035 be
motivated to save energy, in the
To keep being able to provide the energy demands, we should deal efficientcontext of cooling in the home,
ly with available sources. This can be done using renewable energy sources
through design?”
rather than fossil fuels. This is because this type of energy comes with lower
carbon emissions. What could also help is using less electricity. This solutions
asks for a change in standards and behaviours. Technology could play a role
here to analyze data on energy production and consumption. Next to that,
another factor that could influence comfortable summer situations asking for
New futures - 2035
less energy usage, is acclimatization. Technology could respond to peoples
Air-cooling & acclimatization
behaviors here to help them reflect.

This energy-saving aspect of this project relates
strongly to the sustainability aspect of my vision. One
way how sustainability could be implemented more
easily is by helping people with creating habits using
practices design (Kuijer 2017). The role of technology
here is to provide people with insights so they can become more aware about their performance and adapt
their behaviour likewise. Speculative design (Barendregt and Vaage 2021), on the other hand, helps people envision possible futures, and evaluate values.
This makes that this project plays in in the concept
of long-term thinking which helps to make daily life
more future proof. This corresponds closely with my
vision.

Project goal

This project helped me gain the insight how technology could play a supporting role in inspiring and motivating people to change values and take action. In the
future I would like to combine this experience design
with value-sensitive design in a general context.

Scope
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This project scopes down to the domestic context. Significant optimizations
can be made in energy usage here, especially for cooling, which shows to be
relatively energy intensive (Strengers 2020) and because temperatures are
expected to rise (IPCC 2019) and therefore, the cooling demand will increase.
The home is not the place that is supposed to be the most efficient.

Motivation through interaction design
Inspiration through speculative design
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Futuring
This project responds to a created preferable future situation in the year of
2035. In order to frame this future responsibly, knowledge of a probable future in the context of summer comfort is required. This is because the goal of
design is to turn probable futures into preferable ones (Voros 2017). Research
shows that this probable future could look as follows: Temperatures are expected to rise globally (IPCC 2018). Consequently, demand for air cooling, and
thus energy usage, increases. The expectations are that “air-conditioning will
win in terms of comfort-for-money” (Kuijer 2021). This means that air-conditioning is expected to increase rapidly.

While creating a preferable future situation, this expectation can be taken
into account, together with the desire to let acclimatization increase. It would
be preferable if people can learn to endure heat better naturally, or with the
help of technology. This would help decrease energy demands.
Another note on a probable future is that value of products will be determined
by its impact on society (Brammer et al 2020). This aspect, together with the
fact that energy consumptions should be lower and ‘greener’ (IPCC 2019),
means that design for saving energy could be successful.

Related works
Design bases
Habit formation can be implemented by the interaction capabilities provided by a product and thus looking into the affordances
provided by an air-conditioning system in the future household.

The Double Diamond of Speculative Design
(The Fountain Institute 2022)
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Summer comfort as a domain consists, among other things, of indoor climate
in the home. This can be regulated using active or passive methods of cooling
air. Passive cooling shows to be less economically feasible. “For some outdoor
conditions, passive cooling can decrease the indoor temperature as much as
active cooling methods do. Nonetheless, their economic feasibility is still low,
especially towards the residential sector users.” (Oropeza-Perez 2018). Other
research shows that “passive cooling, summer night ventilation and shading
can prevent or reduce over heating through low-energy means, but several
barriers stand in the way of their full potential.” (Kuijer 2021).

of practices. Designing for habits requires behavior change which can be a
challenge to initiate. What can be helpful here is to carry out the practices
more consciously using rich experiences. Research argues that there should
be a balance in technology and people controlling the decision making for
optimal behaviour change (Medeiros et al 2018). A conversation with Tony
Weichselbraun of Arçelik approved this challenge for balance seeking. A remaining question back then was: Should the users be able to install the exact
temperature, or would leaving the exact temperature out also be enough for
the working of the concept? And, would leaving the temperature out lead to
other qualities? The evaluation of the midterm prototype answers these quesTo dive deeper into the specific technologies, there is a difference between tions [page 21 and 22].
water-, and air-based systems. “For water-based systems, the temperature is
likely to be fixed to one temperature, where for air-based systems, these tem- An example of existing design is the IoT based smart thermostat (Özgür et al
peratures may vary.” (Kuijer 2021). Evaporative cooling, as an active cooing 2018). This thermostat operates using a mobile application by sending push
method and a form of air-conditioning shows to work fast but contribute to notification. This intelligent system is therefore quite automized. Another exhumidity in the air (Amer et al 2015).
ample evaluates smart thermostats that plays in on the social element (Ponce
et al 2019). This research thought that a difference should be made in ProdSome methods show to be competing with each other since they can comple- uct-Consumer and Product-Product information. A final research evaluates
ment each other. Passive and active cooling show to complement each other the energy saving performance of smart thermostats (Huchuk et al 2020).
in dwellings, but they compete in the market (Kuijer 2021). The expectations They confirm that frequent schedule overrides are often detrimental to pofor the future are that air-conditioning will win in terms of comfort-for-mon- tential energy savings. A reason they give for this phenomenon is that often,
ey (Kuijer 2021). A conversation with Gideon Hoogerwerf from Essent provid- smart thermostats are over-automized.
ed the insight that the regulation of green energy sources for active cooling
can be a challenge. Therefore, the accessbility to electricity of the power grid An approach which involves people more is the one of multi-modal interaction
would provide security here.
(Frens 2006, Campenhout et al 2016). It describes how users can be motivated
to interact with products, through rich experiences. It aims to appeal to more
A common response to increased temperatures is to install air-conditioning. than only the visual modality. “Tangible, embodied and rich interaction aims
But, other healthier and less energy intensive forms can be explored. A chal- to make better use of our embodiment and that of our environment” (Frens
lenge shows to be that acclimatization can require more initial effort and does 2006). The multi-modal approach seeks inspiration in tangible and embodied
not match current Dutch expectations, skills and appliances. Acclimatization interaction. Data sculptures and physicalizations serve as an example of emshows to be the way to be able to spend less energy on cooling in the home bodiments here.
(Kuijer 2021). It shows that “those who were able to enjoy or accept the heat
and modify their daily schedules were most capable of getting through a Practices are often shared, which required a specific approach in design for
heatwave without much discomfort.” (Kuijer 2021).
shared systems. There are multiple users, who do different activities. This affects the design of the interactions. Intelligibility, information about the sysThis acclimatization could be achieved using practice theory (Kuijer 2017, Kui tem, communicated via the system (Bellotti and Edwards 2001), has to be
jer and Bakker 2015), in which everyday life is approached as a co-evolution
taken into account. The domestic context is a social one. “What is seen is that,

based on social practice theory, people make judgments about the situations
in their homes, and take actions based on that. But in places where there is
co-performance, multiple different judgments and actions can interfere” (Kuijer 2021). Technology could jump in to steer this process of collaboration.
A conversation with Arne Steemers and Jean-Paul Degen from Serendipity revealed the opportunity of creating a connection between the smart home and
smart city through focussing on community creation. Collaboratively sharing
energy and exchanging performance information on energy saving could be
an element to implement for collaborative action.
To be able to let smart products of practices operate effectively, the system
could be growing in knowledge through data (Frens 2017). Sharing data via
IoT, help smart products to communicate, work together and anticipate to
situations. Design could make use of smart technology to provide insights to
users. “Smart technology and smart homes will require the consumer to take
action in order to control appliances and to save energy.” (Bhati 2017). This
means it can help them being involved more.
Next to that, opportunity in the design field lies to create imaginaries (Lockton and Candy 2019) or speculative design (Barendregt and Vaage 2021) on
indoor climate to help companies show opportunities for future design and to
help people imagine a future and adapt accordingly. From a conversation with
Jos Vlugter from Partners for Innovation can be learned that when designing
for the future, the stakeholders of the future as well as the stakeholders of
the present have to be thought of. He told me that “if the design could be an
example of a future practice, it should be implemented in someway already.”
This is why the business aspect of this project [page 32] talks about an implementation now and in 2035 and the stakeholders and collaborations between
those.
Methods used throughout the design process are behavior change design
sprints (Colusso et al 2018) or pressure cookers to move through iterations
with its diverging and converging phases. Other methods are rapid prototyping and co-creation (Leeuwen and Quanjer 2019) to generate ideas quickly
and from different perspectives.

Summary
Summer comfort can be regulated by active and passive cooling
methods. Passive cooling shows to be less economically feasible
but are low in energy intensity.
Passive and active cooling show to compete in the market, where
active cooling often wins.
Acclimatization can require more initial effort, but leads to energy decrease in the long term.
Practice theory could help achieve acclimatization by designing
habits and supporting behavior change.
Multi-modal interactions can help motivate users to interact with
products. It could lead to more involvement with our environment.
Shared systems, like the regulation of indoor climate, affect design decisions in terms of intelligibility.
Sharing data and learning from this data helps systems grow and
adapt to unique situations to be able to anticipate. The domestic
context, as a social place, technology could steer collaborations.
Speculative design could help people and product producers gain
inspiration on future possibilities.
Smart technology could support consumers to take action and
control, and, thus, be involved more.
Methods for speculative design, like behavior change design
sprint and co-creation can help to strengthen the speculative part
of the design.

Design process
The design process consists of different iterations worked out till different
levels consisting of the five areas of the Reflective Transformative Desgin Process. (Hummels and Frens 2009). The method used for the design process is
a double diamond model (Mahmoud et al 2020). In which diverging and converging or scoping phases alternate each other.
During this process the following aspects were explored through ideation and
physicalization: manual actions and atomization, passive and active cooling,
community and personal performance, data visualization and physicalization,
motivation for interaction, and the combination of those. The following parts
are going to talk about each idea that has been worked on and brainstormed
on till reaching the final design.
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The Double Diamond of Speculative Design
(The Fountain Institute 2022)
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Method:
design sprint

When you want to use one
of the electrical devices,
you let the counter know

The process started off with a concept about atomization of decision making
around energy consumption. This could optimize energy saving (PI&V sustainability). The example is in the area of the kitchen since there are a lot of
electric devices there. The idea is that an AI system calculates the most efficient situation for energy usage and adjusts its planning accordingly. To be
able to come up with this concept, a design sprint of one week was done.
The design consists of an interactive wooden countertop. This is the place
where users give their preferences about energy usage. This place is chosen
because it is often the central place of the kitchen. The AI system starts with
checking if electricity is needed. If so, it checks how full the battery of the
electrical vehicle is. If it is not full enough, it checks with the agenda when it
is planned to be used, as well as the weather expectations and thus, how fast
energy will be generated back again. If enough green energy is available, it
will be used. If not enough green energy is available, the use will be planned
in, or, in case of urgency, electricity from the power grid will be used.

Smart kitchen counter

Air cloud

Smart Energy Management

Research on cooling methods lead to the creation of the Air cloud, which
shows a way to cool air passively. This is ideal since passive cooling does not
cost energy, which makes it energy efficient (PI&V sustainability). One way of
passive cooling is absorption cooling. Here, air is cooled through heat extraction.
This Air cloud hangs from the ceiling. It is made from paper earthenware
which absorbs water easily. This is because clay stays porous with water absorption (Material District 2022). The buckets hanging under the cloud can be
filled with water. While absorbing, heat is extracted from the air. The cloud
consist of biobased fatty acid phase changing material. As soon as the water
hits the material, it turns transparent and shows a blue layer behind it. This
indicated to the user that cooling has started.
Evaporative aircon

It calculates for you
when the most energy
efficient time to use

Reflection
After the creation of a more manual cooling system, one could say that
only one task keeps the interaciton simple, but on the other hand could
more interactions and possibilities lead to more ownership and awareness. The air cloud is limited to few interactions, there lies an opportunity to explore more here to involve people even more and to give
them control. Next to this, the element the of performance of energy
saving of the household and community can be explored. Finally, after doing more detailed research on cooling methods, the conclusion
can be made that active cooling may be needed to meet comfortable
indoor climate standards, especially if the temperatures are expected
to rise in the year 2035 (IPCC, 2018). This would mean active cooling
would be needed as an option. This is why the next steps show active
cooling with more interactions and explore the performance element.

The paper cloud absorbs
the water and cools the air

Reflection

Research:
cooling
methods

An approach chould be that full automization will lead to the most efficient situation. On the other hand, it will keep technology responsible
for sustainable change. An opportunity lies in involving people more in
the decision process. This would mean the automized system would
become more manual. Next to this, the domain of energy in the home
could be scoped down more to the area of summer comfort. These are
the reasons why the next step looks into manual interactions of cooling
systems.
Figure 1: smart energy management
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Figure 2: air cloud

Put water in the buckets
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Active smart aircon 1

Active aircon in cloud

Evaporative airtube inside

This aircon plays in on the technology of active evaporative cooling. A wet
towel is being placed inside along which the wind is blown by a ventilator. The
air is cooled by the cold of the water. The method of rapid prototyping is being
used to be able to come up with a first physicalizing.

The performance of the community (PI&V teamwork) is physicalized using
moving clouds. The circular mirror at the bottom reflects this community
performance, as well as the performance of the household indicated by the
brightness and color of the light in the cloud.

Appraoch:
data
physicalization

Movement
of physical
clouds show
performance
of community

Method:
rapid
prototyping

Reflection
After the creation of a performance focussed prototype with active
cooling and rich interactions, one could say that screens, as often used
interfaces, will make sure the feedback given is clear. On the other
hand, the richness of the interaction can be improved. Modularity or
foldability would add to the user-friendlyness of the design. This is why
the choice is made that next steps focus on different ways of performance presentation and on the modularity of the object.

A next concept also uses an active evaporative cooling technology. This design is made modular to be able to be put on different locations. It can be
placed on the floor, on a table, or hanging from the ceiling. Next to this, the
design is made foldable with its middle pillar and movable ring.

Turn tube
manually to
make the towel inside wet

The idea is as follows; the air flows through the tube and is cooled there using
a turnable tube containing a wet towel. On the other side, the air is partly
blown into the cloud, which makes the cloud increase in size to indicate that
the cooling is on. The aircon is operating automatically, while manual adaptions can also be made. The color of the light of the cloud indicates to the type
of electricity being used. The brightness indicates the amount of energy being used here. The bottom screen shows the performance of the community
(PI&V teamwork), using screens differentiating in color and size.

Active smart aircon 2

Size and color of clouds on
the screen show
performance of community

Figure 3: passive smart aircon
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Reflection

Foldable pillar
for modularity

Figure 4: active smart aircon

After focussing on a prototype for performance presentation and modularity, one could conclude that the focus for a designer on a cooling
technology could lead to new, innovative insights and designs. However, I found out that cooling technologies are already quite innovative
on itself. Doing more research led to the insight that the absorption of
water can lead to more humidity in the air, which can lead to an interpretation of a hotter temperature. This is one reason why the realization came that developing the cooling technology would be a challenging task, less related to design. Therefore, opportunity lies to focus on
designing interactions rather than the cooling technology itself. This
would make the design function as a thermostat rather than an aircon.
Consequently, the size can be re-evaluated again. Also, opportunity
lies in exploring visualization of performance. This results in the choice
made to focus on interactions and performance indication rather than
cooling technology.

Laser projection on
3D printed sculpture

Benchmarking:
data
sculptures

Method:
scoping

3D moving
landscape
Figure 6: data visualization 2

Energy flower experience

The following concepts focus more on performance presentation (PI&V insight for awareness). This was inspired from existing data sculptures. After
moving away from designing a cooling technology to designing a thermostat
and its interactions, the size can be re-evaluated again. The advantage of a big
size can be the engagement the user has with the design, which may cause
more active interaction. This is why the design in big sizes is being continued.

Scoping down to the essentials created an opportunity for a relation with nature (PI&V value nature). “If you care better for nature you use less energy.” Doing a pressure cooker of 50 sketches resulted in two concepts to make people
more aware of their energy usage.

The first concept shows a laser light projection on a 3D printed sculpture. The
data sculpture is placed on a circular rotating plate on a table. The cloud above
contains a laser light shining, via mirrors, as a line on the sculpture. The different positions and different heights show differences in performance. The
second concept shows a light projection on a movable landscape. The elastic
textile sculps a dynamic landscape, with different heights, presenting differences in performances.

Figure 5: data visualization 1
Light projection to show
performance

Data visualization

The first concept approaches the metaphor of a flower. Opening shows ‘good’
performance, whereas closing shows ‘bad’ performance towards energy saving here. Regulations for temperature are automized, based on your manual input, by an aircon hanging from the ceiling and a heater placed on the
ground. Opening comes with a rich experience of light and sound to stimulate
the user even more. The second concept draws on a more abstract concept of
a ventilator opening in parallel to a rich experience. This ventilator makes use
of a natural airflow to use energy efficiently.
Figure 7: energy flower experience 1

Reflection

Reflection

The focus lied on the interactions, performance and re-evaluating the
size of the prototype. People could argue that a main function of the
design as performance indicator is strong to let users reflect. However after creating these examples of data visualization, the realization
came that focusing on performance only would not be ideal, since it
could be at the expense of interactions. Also, the inclusion of the performance of the community shows to not add to the design since the
system works for one household only. This would mean, that this community element can be distracting. Therefore, the choice is made to
leave the community element out and focus on the performance of one
household, and, next to that, to iterate upon the interactions as well.

Focus on interactions and inside climate regulation for the household
lead to the dwo basic conepts. From the one hand, a simple interaction would make clear how the prototype works, but on the other hand
more interactions give opportunity for more ownership. After creating
these concepts, the insight came that opportunity lies to create room
for more creative expression, and thus data ownership for users. This
could let people feel more as they are part of the system. Also, next
to showing the performance of the present situation, the expected future performance based on current actions could also be plotted. This
makes that the choice is made to do a co-creation session on a full
concept with more interactions.
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Method:
pressure
cooker

When opening
the flower, the
aircon turns off

Figure 8: energy flower experience 2

Opening up
results in a rich
experience
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Energy plant

Method:
co-creation
Touching the leafs to
select energy source

In order to come up with a solid concept, co-creation, low-fi prototyping with
peers and participants (Leeuwen and Quanjer 2019), was done to design rich
and collaborative interactions into one concept. This led to the following idea:
“If you care better for the plant, you use less energy.” (PI&V value nature)

Insert marbles
on top

The interaction consists of three elements. Moving branches up and down for
setting temperature, touching spheres for selecting energy source, and watering for time selection. The material in the pot changes color as soon as the
water touches it. This way it gives feedback on how much time is selected for
the system to reach a certain temperature. The feedback on performance is
given by a projection on the floor of circles changing in color and size. Manual
input of the interactions leads to an automized reaction of the system. This
system consists of air-conditioning, smart windows, and smart shutters.

Reflection

Midterm demoday: Chamyleon
After reflecting, and benchmarking on interaction design (PI&V engagement
for value sensitive design), some adjustments were made to the design. The
interactions are defined as moving branches, touching spheres, and a marble
run for setting the time. This refers to watering a plant. The more marbles are
put in, the longer the time that is selected. On the bottom plate feedback is
given on how many marbles are put into the design.
Other than changing interactions, the projection is being changed towards
projecting on the ceiling. Sound is being added to create a more rich experience and tingling other senses rather than visuals only.

Lights in leafs to
show energy availability

Movable
branches

Exploring creative interactions and performance presentation of the future lead to
this concept. Watering the plant can fit the
metaphor to nature, but can also seem separate and too ‘natural’ compared to the other interactions. Also, the projection on the
ground can be interpreted as separate while
interfering with the prototype. Other senses can be used to make performance clear
here. Finally, opportunity lies to think about
how interactions can keep being interesting.
These are reasons why the choice is made to
change the watering interaction and the projection.
Figure 9: functions energy plant

Benchmarking:
interaction
design

Watering the plant
for less energy usage
overall
Amount of marbles
show time left for
cooling

Figure 10: energy plant
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Figure 11: midterm demoday chamyleon

Figure 12: performance visualization

Design brief
Reflection
After focussing on changing the time interaction, the
projection location and adding more rich feedback the
prototype is tested among peers again. Receiving feedback, I learned, that for some people, the natural aesthetic does not match the mechanical movements, where for
others it makes the metaphor to nature clear. This is also
why they think the marble run feels separate from other interactions. Also, the feedback on the performance
could be included in the concept more. During the midterm Demoday, visitors showed to like the interaction
of putting ‘leaves’ on the plant. A final question that remained was: do you need to be able to see if the aircon is
on or off? These are all reasons to choose to change the
marble interaction, the touching of spheres as well as the
projection. Finally, the natural aeshtetic will be changed.

The final design has to have three functionalities of input, namely (1) setting the temperature up or down, (2)
selecting the energy source, and (3) installing the time
for the system to reach the desired indoor climate.

Final design

This same mechanism has to have feedforward to indicate the possibilities of the interactions and feedback
to show what happened after interacting. Next to this,
feedback on general performance in terms of energy
saving has to be expressed.
The overall appearance of the design has to motivate
people to interact and do ‘good’ in terms of energy saving. This makes that the interactions should be rich and
metaphorically collaborating to serve a secific goal.
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Chamyleon is a speculative design artefact to inspire on the future of regulating indoor climate. A chameleon is an animal which adapts to its surrounding
easily. This is also the goal of this project, to let users acclimatize to the indoor
climate. It aims to inspire to change a probable future of increase in energy
usage to a preferable future of a decrease in energy usage through acclimatization.
The prototype functions as a thermostat in the shape of a plant. The industrial aesthetic links to the functioning of a thermostat, where the metaphor
of a plant refers to the caring element, as well as an intercultural reference
of green and calmness for sustainability. Often, thermostats operate around
specific numbers of temperature. For Chamyleon the specific numbers are left
out and the focus is on energy usage and the users’ experience of the temperature. The interactions make the user feel more engaged with the regulating
temperature circumstances inside. Actively involving them aims to motivate
them for awareness and sustainable change.
The better the user, metaphorically, cares for the plant, the less energy is being
used for cooling in the home. Caring well consists of (1 of instructions) putting

the branches upward, referring to growing branches, (2) putting a lot of green
spheres on the branches, referring to green leaves growing on the branches;
and (3) making the trunk as long as possible; referring to a growing trunk. Users might be motivated to save energy when they have a role in interacting
with the system themselves.
The multimodal interactions consist of movement, sound and light. (1) The
position of the branches showcase the possibility to move them up and downward. Feedback on if the cooling system is on is given by blue LEDs moving
on the branches. (2) For energy selection, the choice was made for spheres
since they could accumulate more action and could have a strong feedforward
reference to grabbing. The size could stimulate users to interact often here.
Feedback is given by LEDs in the spheres turning green. (3) Feedforward about
the possibility of turning the trunk is given by the spiral print on the trunk.
Feedback on time settings is given through perceiving the length of the upper
tube visible. All the way down means no upper tube visible, where all the way
up means as much upper tube as bottom tube visible. Feedforward on overall
performance (4) is given by the methaphor of caring for a plant, where the
feedback consists of an increasing or decreasing light circle on the branches.

Expertise
area: C&A

Figure 13: final design
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Instructions
- for usage -

1

2

The more branches are moved up, the

Chamyleon receives data on inside temperature and humidity from measurements of Halo. Chamyleon uses this to prevent too high inside temperature.
On the other hand, Chamyleon sends data in inside temperature regulation to
Woolworks.

Finally, the cluster project show to have different priorities differing from energy saving to comfort. When controlling the smart windows and smart shutters, the priority of energy saving from Chamyleon or comfort from Halo will
be leading.

Expertise
area: MD&C

Turnable trunk
3
-Turn the trunk to set the desired time the system gets to reach the desired temperature.
-Turn right for turning the trunk upwards to increase the time.
-Turn left for turning the trunk downwards to decrease the time.

Spheres to put on branches
-Take a sphere from the bottom plate.
-Put the sphere, with the opening, on the end of
the branch.
-Green light in the sphere will light up to indicate
that green energy is being used for the air-conditioning.
-The more speres are put on the branches, the
more green energy is being used for the air-conditioning.
Installation
-Put Chamyleon in the main area of the building.
-Charge Chamyleon before usage by opening
the lid and putting the charger in.
-Press the Wifi button on the inside of the lid.
-Connect Chamyleon to your local network by
installation on a laptop or phone.

Data sharing between several smart home projects is regulated through the Next to this, Chamyleon receives data on energy availability from SynQ. This
OOCSI platform and server. Chamyleon works together in a cluster of five pro- data is used to prevent Chamyleon being without electricity. On the other
jects. The data sharing and priorities are selected as follows.
hand, Chamyleon sends data on energy usage for cooling back to SynQ.

Feedback on performance
4
-The more energy you save, the louder the sound
gets.
-The more energy you save, the bigger the white
LED circle on the branches gets.
-If the air-conditioning is on, a moving blue light
show will be shown on the branches.

Movable branches
-Move branches up and down to change the
desired temperature.
-The more branches are moved up, the higher
the desired temperature is set to.
-

Data sharing

Expertise
area: T&R

-Connect the smart air-conditioner to the same
network.
-Connect the smart windows and shutters to the
same network.
-Put Chamyleon on by interacting with the
branches, spheres or trunk.

Indoor climate
-The air-conditioning will be controlled automatically based on the input.
-The timer of the air-conditioning will be controlled automatically based on the input.
-The smart windows and smart shutters will be
controlled automatically based on the input.
-The energy consumption switch between the
power grid and solar panels will be controlled automatically based on the input.
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Animations

Bad

Performance of energy saving

To show users of the prototype what happens with
the system when interacting, animations are created. The animations are created to show the user
their performance. In total there are eight different
situations possible. These are combinations of long
time or short time, green energy from solar panels
or energy from the power grid. Air-conditioning off,
windows open and shutters open or air-conditioning on, windows closed and shutters closed.
These possibilities rank in four different levels
based on performance of energy saving. Here, the
situation of air-conditioning on, windows closed,
shutters closed, energy from the power grid and
short time is the worst performance, where, the situation of air-conditioning off, windows open, shutters open, green energy from the solar panels and
long time is the best performance.

artificial cooling | short time | power-grid energy

natural cooling | short time | power-grid energy

artificial cooling | long time | power-grid energy

artificial cooling | short time | solar energy

natural cooling | short time | solar energy

artificial cooling | long time | solar energy

natural cooling | long time | power-grid energy

natural cooling | long time | solar energy
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Good

Figure 14: animations
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Scenario

In the visual, the scenario of one day from 9:00 till 21:00
can be seen. At 9:00, the beginning situation is shown,
after which 4 interactions take place by the two characters Jan and Parker [B&E, Appendix]. Throughout the
day the temperatures and energy levels change and
show to reach a peak.
In the morning, all branches of Chamyleon are down, no
spheres are on the branches and the trunk is turned all
the way down. This means that the system is cooling.
Jan wakes up first and has to go to his work. He wants to
change the settings of Chamyleon before he leaves. He
thinks it is not necessary to let the system cool so much
now. He puts some branches and spheres up, and turns
the trunk a bit up.
Later that day, Parker sees how Jan installed Chamyleon, and thinks the system can cool even less. So he
puts a few more branches up, spheres on, and turns
the trunk up. However, after a while, it becomes very
hot inside. Now, Parker will have to let the system cool
down again. This means he puts all branches down, and
turns the trunk down. He wants that for the cooling, a
lot of green energy is used, so he puts all spheres on. He
recognizes that the system is closing the shades. However he does not want this, so he opens them again.
After a while, all green energy is being used. Jan arrives
home and sees it. He also mentions that the temperature is decreased again. He recognized that he can put
all branches up again, and turn the trunk up. He puts
some spheres off to ease the solar panels a bit.
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Temperature too high

Multiple users

At 15:00 the inside temperature reached its peak of 30 degrees Celsius. Since this is relatively high for summer comfort, two results can happen. The user mentions on time
that the temperature is increasing too much and adapts
the settings manually. This can be done by putting branches down and by turning the trunk downwards. Another option is that Halo [data sharing] recognizes that the inside
temperature is increasing rapidly. This data is shared and
the air-conditioning automatically turns on. This automatic
operation when teperatures are too high, could be too late,
and therefore, there is a risk of overheating. Therefore, the
user keeps being responsible, or the system should be innovated to anticipate more pro-actively.

In the scenario visual can be seen that in the morning and
evening Jan interacts with Chamyleon, whereas, in the afternoon, Parker does so. Chamyleon does not make a difference in who interacts with the product. It allows everyone to make changes at any time. From the scenario, one
can recognize that different users can have different intentions or expectations. However, Chamyleon will deal with
extreme situations like a too high temperature or no green
energy being available. This means that multiple interactions will not lead to problems.

No green energy available

Manual adaptions

At 18:00 no more green energy is available. Two results can
happen here. The user mentions on time that the green energy availability is low, and, consequently, removes spheres
from the branches to select the desire to use energy from
the power grid. Another option is that Chamyleon indicates
that no more green energy is available by turning green
LEDs in the spheres off. This indication is being measured
by SynQ [data sharing] and shared with Chamyleon.

At 18:00 Chamyleon is installed in such a way that the
shutters will close. However, Parker wants the shutters to
keep being opened at that time. This is why he opens them
himself. Manual adaptations are always possible for the
air-conditioning, windows and shutters, although they will
be regulated automatically.

Reflection

Evaluating the scenario, what can stand out is that big changes are made during the day. This
means that the preferences would change often. Also, actions are taken four times in a day.
This could be considered as active involvement by both users. What can also be seen is that
responsible action is taken based on the outstanding situations, which creates ownership.
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Business context

Expertise
area: B&E

Stakeholder onion map
The business aspect of the project is approached in two ways. How
Chamyleon could be a product in the year 2035 and how Chamyleon could be a speculative design artefact now. The sustainable
business model describes how these two concepts come together
and describe the collaborative social and environmental advantages are. Namely, inspiring and helping to save energy.
A mundane family of 2035 is created with its personas. One of the
family members as persona is described in the appendix. The family is an active social family consisting of two parents and three
children. This means that multiple people could interact with
Chamyleon. A problem experienced in the family is lack of insight
in energy usage and lack of experience and interaction with regulation of cooling in the home. The value proposition canvas [Appendix] explains that Chamyleon plays in on this by providing an
experience to give insight in energy usage and to motivate to use
less energy.
Chamyleon now is being portrayed as speculative design to inspire
cooling system developers and to inspire people on how a future
of cooling in the home could look like. The stakeholder onion map
describes how three different stakeholder and target groups could
interact with each other. The target group of 2035 are families and
communities, where the current target group and stakeholders are
cooling system developers as well as museums and authorities.
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User research
Expertise
area: U&S

The user research consists of eight user test of 30 minutes and one user test
of one day [Appendix]. The eight user tests consisted of interview questions
and testing the interactions of the prototype. The other test aimed to test the
prototype for one day to reflect upon scenario’s. The outcomes are described
below focussing on the speculative aspect and the product itself seperately.

Speculative design

Interaction design

About the understanding of the concept, there came different responses from
the participants, of which ”I see that for the shapes, angular and round shapes
are combined. That is surprising and a bit much.” - P7 “The spheres catch my eye.
It looks interesting.” - P1 Participants also said that they think the aesthetic is
abstract. “It gives an industrial vibe. It does not look natural or minimalistic at
all. It is very prominent.” - P1 Reflecting on the futuristic element participants
said the following: “I would buy it as a gadget or artwork more than as a thermostat.” - P4

For most participants, the interaction of moving the branches up and down to
set temperature was clear. “My first impression is to move the branches and to
turn it around.” - P3 But there were still some questions left: “I am wondering
what you can do with that many branches” - P3

The interaction of putting the spheres or leaves on the branches to select a
‘green’ energy source was not clear for all participants. ”When I put the spheres
on the branches they turn green after a while. I think green is good, but it is unclear what I did right.” - P7 “I am missing clarity that the branches and spheres
While interacting with the prototype, participants showed enthusiasm and connect to each other.” - P1 “The question is if I am actually going to remove the
curiosity. “There appeared to be more and more interactions which made me spheres.” - P1
want to discover more.” - P8. “I saw the circle of light increasing a bit and the
sound as well and this made me feel like I made a good start of the day.” - Day It was not clear for the participants that the interaction of moving the trunk up
testing. “I feel motivated by the bar filling up with lights. I like seeing the changes was to set the time, but after telling them, it sounded logical to them. There
and light.” - P3 However there were also some concerns. “I am not sure if I like were also other points of feedback on that specific interaction. “It takes quite
to do this every day or multiple times a day.”- P5 “I am curious if I would use this long to move the trunk all up and down, but it can also be relaxing to focus on
that one task.” - P6 It showed that some interactions were more intuitive than
multiple times if I would do it differently in the same way.” - P6.
others, but this does not mean that the participants were not willing to learn
The change in motivation through the speculative aspect showed to be a pos- the interactions.
itive one. “My goal for the day was to make it look better, but most of all, to use
more green energy.” - Day testing. “I don’t really take into account other people The feedback of the circle of LEDs getting bigger or smaller showed to be
in the home, but I do think about the environment.” - P2. “I felt motivated to interesting. “The light circle was big and it looked like a big object in the room.
do the right things.” -P5 “I would use it multiple times a day to put the energy I could even use it as a light when it turned dark in the evening.” - Day testing.
as low as possible.” - P4 “I like that you can choose the time and energy source However it did not show to be clear for everyone. “I think if you interact with
yourself as well instead of only temperature.” - P8 There were also participants it a lot it gets bigger and that is a good thing. But I don’t really know why it gets
left with some concerns. “I am wondering if it always motivates you to put the bigger or what I did to make it bigger.” - P8. The feedback received from sound
was interpreted as positive and clear for everyone.
temperature higher.” - P6

Speculative design

Discussion

Doing eight user tests and a one-day test showed that speculative design can
be hard to imagine. For some participants it was not clear what the prototype
was supposed to be without an explanation given. Next to that, for all participants, there was at least one of the interactions not clear. This could mean
that the concept is very futuristic. On the other hand, that could mean that
speculative design can help a lot with imagining futures.
Difficulties in imagination for the participants led to difficulties in analyzing
qualitative results of the user tests. This makes it difficult to draw conclusions
from the analysis. Since it can be hard to imagine future situations, it showed
to be hard to prioritize while prototyping. This is because the idea of the concept should come across well.
The discussion provoked with the participants of the user tests mostly was
about the engagement and feeling for temperature experience. Most participants expect that this prototype will help to prioritize your experience of heat
instead of the actual temperature. This would make users connected and engaging with their indoor climate more, instead of installing a specific temperature. This also makes that people focus more on the bodily experience, like
the participants indicated to expect.
The prototype shows an example of how users can be involved in the owenership of energy saving in indoor cooling. The participants indicated that the interactions make them feel involved in this process which is often automized.
The project was positioned as a speculative project relatively late. If this
would be done earlier, the user research could be targetted better. Doing a
focus group to provoke discussions could be a better option than individual
interviews and product testing in that case. The questions in the focus group
could be formulated more general and less about the seperate interactions.
Also, the process might have lead to different outcomes.

Interaction design

It showed to be hard to evaluate the interactions, since the design is meant
for the future and the participants are living in a different daily environment
compared to the future. Still, a few evaluations can be made.
Since the moment of scoping down to the element of ‘caring for nature’ as
a motivation for saving energy, different aesthetics were created. Here the
energy plant [page 20] and midterm demoday prototype [page 21] had a natrual aeshtetic where the final prototype [page 24] has a more mechanical
look. Some would relate more to the nature element where others would relate more to the futuristic and energy element. More research could be done
what aesthetic would work best for future practices.
For this project, the collaboration between different smart home products
makes that data can be shared among the products. In case Chamyleon
would be an independent product, one could implement sensors for measuring in- and outside temperature and include data about energy availability
and usage.
A question that remains about the prototype is if the interactions will keep
being interesting over time. One-day testing showed that the size helps with
the fact that you want it to look ‘good’, and thus do ‘good’.
Another remaining question is if the selection of green energy will make
sense. On the one hand one could say that, indeed, always as much green
energy as possible would be desirable. But, the collaboration with SynQ [data
sharing] on the other hand, shows that the available green energy could also
be used for other devices in the home. Therefore, one could indicate not be
willing to use green energy for cooling but for other devices, by not putting
spheres on the branches.
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Future work
Speculative design

One way to improve the speculative design aspect could be by using the theory of more-than-human design more. This could lead to a more evaluated
design which is illuminated from different sides. This could help create a more
long-term oriented and future proof situation.
Speculations about the future could be gathered from doing focus groups.
One could evalute how different people interpret the future and how they feel
about the future situation regarding indoor climate regulation after interacting with this prototype.

Interaction design

Although it currently shows to contribute to an exploring and learning element, adding more specific feedforward and feedback could help to make the
interactions more clear. Creating a more rich feedback experience would help
to let users know if they did something ‘right’ and what. Adding resistance for
‘bad’ performance is an example of such an application.
Another element that can be explored further is the influence the three interactions have on each other. This can be done adapting the software of the
LEDs to react different based on specific input. Other than that, motors can
be implemented to include mechanical movements.
Also, the scoping of this project was directed towards cooling only. An opportunity lies to implement heating here as well, to be able to use throughout the
whole year. All with all, the fact the design is speculative makes that it is, of
course, always open for other suggestions.
Finally, an opportunity for future design would be to show future expectations
of performance based on current situations. This could be done by expanding
the light show.

Conclusion
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Personal development plan
C&A

During the FBP, the goal is to come up with at least three creative worked-out concepts for the connection between existing
models in the context of the future of Smart Cities and Smart Homes. Next to this, during the midterm and final DemoDay,
the goal is to present those concepts in a fitting way that supports the idea so that it is clear for other students and coaches.
Eventually nine concepts were worked out and presented in a fitting way tor receive feedback. The process made me move away
from the smart city aspect, to make room to focus more on interactions and motivation.

T&R

The goal is to work out at least two concepts on a realistic and for testing implementable scale. This means that all functionalities of the concepts should be possible to show working using any means of technology. Next to this, the goal is to have
done research on the current usage of technology in Smart Homes and to have done at least three experiments of applying
it in context myself.
Two concepts were worked out to be tested and six concepts were worked out physically as experiments.

U&S

The goal for this coming half year is to create a concept that can motivate people to change for the future in the context of
Smart Homes and Smart Cities. Here, I want to show empathy for the values and needs of current and future generations.
Therefore, I want to interview at least eight participants within the target group to gain research insights and to create together with them. Eventually, the goal is to test the concept with ten participants as well.
Till what extend Chamyleon motivates to change is hard to validate since the process made a change from evaluating the product
to evaluating the design as a speculative artefact. Still, eight participants were interviewed to review and test the final prototype.

MD&C

During this project, the goal is to create a concept that is based on qualitative data and research. The goal is to come up with
a systemic data solution, which makes the concept future-proof and sustainable. I aim to implement data on current situations for future investigations. I want to apply this in at least three different ways.
User testing was evaluated using qualitative data. And, the data aspect and collaborations with other products in the smart home
has been explored, but no systemic data solution is created, since the focus shifted from automizations to manual interatcions.

B&E

For the FBP I aim to create a concept that is based on systemic design. This means that multiple stakeholders are taken into
account. After the concept is created the goal is to create a plan for which stakeholders can be able to take it up and how.
Therefore a business model should be created for which the goal is to make it circular. I want to be able to apply the concept
of a circular business model of products to a broader concept to make it future-proof.
The first business models created for Chamyleon as a product of the future were creates as a circular design. This changed afterwards since the scope changed to speculative design. Still, the stakeholder aspect has been explained in the business models.

Personal Reflection
Speculative
design

Doing this project, I learned that there are more approaches to design than only user-centred design. A
designer could look at future scenarios, let people be part of the system, motivate people in- or extrinsically and transform people’s habits, values, or visions. It showed to be a challenge to apply speculative
approaches since they seemed very futuristic and conceptual. Next to this, speculative design for behaviour change can be a challenge since it asks for ‘thinking’ effort from people and everyone could interpret
speculations differently.

Acclimatization

From doing this project, I found that Summer Comfort is broader than cooling only. Other passive and
active methods of creating this comfort, as well as behaviour change can also be taken into account.
When designing, other aspects that influence the situations need to be taken into account. I did this by
thinking about and testing the consequences of concepts.

Behaviour
change

Previously, I did see no relevance for technology in initiating behaviour change. After understanding the
vision of the squad, I understood that technology could help people to transform their ambitions into
practical actions. For example, technology could help give insight into energy usage to let people make
better choices regarding energy to live more sustainably. Still, my vision, is that a sustainable situation
can be reached by letting people connect with nature more.

Doublediamond
process

Before starting the FBP, I assumed that ideating on my own was going to be a challenge. My belief, that
ideas are created while co-creating, showed to be partly true. Some of the concepts I thought of myself
arose from receiving feedback. During the project, it appeared that it is actually doable to do a project
alone since there are a lot of opportunities to ask for feedback from peers. To conclude, I got more acquainted with self-directed learning through practice. Another learning point from the process was that
it would be better to have less goals from the beginning. The desire to implement all expertise areas to a
far extend showed to be a challenge. Thus, the scope could be more specified from the beginning.

Interaction
design

This project ensured that I am a conceptual thinker and I enjoy prototyping and creative expression since
motivation was high at those moments. The main development for me was concept creation. I learned to
think from an experience and aesthetic point of view and apply more approaches than only user-centred
design. It showed to be essential to think out scenario’s to be able to think about potential pittfalls for
speculative interaction design. Next to this, by framing a product in the future, different business models showed to be needed to draw relevance for the speculative design now and interaction design in the
future. I believe that this experience will help me find a strategy for development in the future.
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Technology & realization
Electronics
During the design process several low fidelity prototypes
were made. Only the last prototype was made in a high fidelity using mechanics and electronics. The prototype consists of a bottom plate made from wood containing holes
for the spheres. The spheres itself are made from plastic.
The trunk is made from two parts of PVC sliding together,
where the inside is a metal turn able spindle. The branches
are made from led strip covers with led strips inside. The
branches keep in place when moved up by magnets inside
the top part of the PVC tubes. Magnets are also used to
keep the spheres in position when placed on the branches.
On top of the trunk a speaker is mounted.
The top of the trunk is also the place where all electronic parts are held. This system consist of an Arduino to direct the sensors and actuators; a power bank to power the
complete system, and three shift registers on a print to be
able to divide all sensors to the digital Arduino pins. Next
to this, a bluetooth element is connected to the Arduino
to send signals to the laptop to show animations on performance. The speaker is directed and powered separately
since it is placed on the lid of the trunk.

Figure 15: mechanics prototype

The electronic elements are connected as follows; the ultrasonic
sensor is directly connected to
the Arduino and points downwards in the trunk to measure
the height. On the end of the led
strips reed contacts are placed to
measure if spheres are put on the
branches using magnets. This
is placed in series with the LED
strip. Next to this, tilt switches measure the position of the
branches. Both, the electronics
of the LED strip as well as the
tilt sensors are connected to the
shift registers which are connected to the Arduino.
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Figure 16: electronics prototype
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Figure 20: prototyping energy plant
Figure 17: prototyping passive smart aircon

Figure 18: prototyping active smart aircon

Figure 19: prototyping data visualization 2
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Figure 21: prototyping midterm demoday chamyleon

Figure 22: prototyping final desi
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Business models
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Coding

Arduino code
#include <ShiftIn.h> //shift register
ShiftIn<3> shift; //shift register
#include <FastLED.h> //ledstrip
#include <Adafruit_NeoPixel.h> //ledstrip
#define NUM_LEDS 156 //12 branches x 13 leds
const int ledPin = 2; //black yellow
Adafruit_NeoPixel strip = Adafruit_NeoPixel(NUM_LEDS, ledPin, NEO_GRB
+ NEO_KHZ800); //ledstrip
CRGB leds[NUM_LEDS]; //ledstrip
int reedArray[12] = {2, 15, 6, 10, 3, 11, 4, 12, 7, 1, 0, 5};
int tiltArray[12] = {23, 9, 13, 16, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 8, 21, 22};
int ledArray[12] = {0, 13, 26, 39, 52, 65, 78, 91, 104, 117, 130, 143};
int once = 0;
const int nRow = 12; //= ringen
const int nCol = 12; //= takken
int myArray[nRow][nCol] = {
{12, 25, 38, 51, 64, 77, 90, 103, 116, 129, 142, 155}, //ring1
{11, 24, 37, 50, 63, 76, 89, 102, 115, 128, 141, 154}, //ring2
{10, 23, 36, 49, 62, 75, 88, 101, 114, 127, 140, 153}, //ring3
{9, 22, 35, 48, 61, 74, 87, 100, 113, 126, 139, 152}, //ring4
{8, 21, 34, 47, 60, 73, 86, 99, 112, 125, 138, 151}, //ring5
{7, 20, 33, 46, 59, 72, 85, 98, 111, 124, 137, 150}, //ring6
{6, 19, 32, 45, 58, 71, 84, 97, 110, 123, 136, 149}, //ring7
{5, 18, 31, 44, 57, 70, 83, 96, 109, 122, 135, 148}, //ring8
{4, 17, 30, 43, 56, 69, 82, 95, 108, 121, 134, 147}, //ring9
{3, 16, 29, 42, 55, 68, 81, 94, 107, 120, 133, 146}, //ring10
{2, 15, 28, 41, 54, 67, 80, 93, 106, 119, 132, 145}, //ring11
{1, 14, 27, 40, 53, 66, 79, 92, 105, 118, 131, 144}
}; //ring12
int ring1[12] = {12, 25, 38, 51, 64, 77, 90, 103, 116, 129, 142, 155}; //ring 1
int ring4[12] = {9, 22, 35, 48, 61, 74, 87, 100, 113, 126, 139, 152}; //ring 2
int ring8[12] = {5, 18, 31, 44, 57, 70, 83, 96, 109, 122, 135, 148}; //ring 3

Serial.println();
}
int ring12[12] = {1, 14, 27, 40, 53, 66, 79, 92, 105, 118, 131, 144}; //ring 4
int aantalreed = 0;
int aantaltilt = 0;
#define echoPin 6 //ultrasonic
#define trigPin 7 //ultrasonic
long duration; //ultrasonic
int distance; //ultrasonic
int buttonState = 0;
const unsigned long SamplePeriod = 5000; //shift register
#include “Arduino.h” //bluetooth
#include <SoftwareSerial.h>
const byte rxPin = 9;
const byte txPin = 8;
SoftwareSerial BTSerial(rxPin, txPin);
int changeDetected = 0; //delayEvent
void setup() {
pinMode(trigPin, OUTPUT); //ultrasonic
pinMode(echoPin, INPUT); //ultrasonic
Serial.begin(9600); //serial monitor
shift.begin(4, 8, 3, 5); //shift register
pinMode(2, OUTPUT); //ledstrip
FastLED.addLeds<WS2812, ledPin, GRB>(leds, NUM_LEDS); //lestrip
pinMode(rxPin, INPUT); //bluetooth
pinMode(txPin, OUTPUT);
BTSerial.begin(9600);
}
String messageBuffer = “”; //bluetooth
String message = “”;
void displayValues() {
for (int i = 0; i < shift.getDataWidth(); i++)
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void loop() {
changeDetected = 0;
digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW); //ultrasonic distance
digitalWrite(trigPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW);
duration = 0;
duration = pulseIn(echoPin, HIGH);
distance = 0;
distance = duration * 0.034 / 2;
if (shift.update()) //read switch values
displayValues();
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) { //show green leds when applying
spheres
if (shift.state(reedArray[arm]) == LOW) {
leds[ledArray[arm]] = CRGB(255, 0, 0);
} else {
leds[ledArray[arm]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
FastLED.show();
aantalreed = 0; //counting number of reeds and tilts active
aantaltilt = 0;
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
aantalreed = aantalreed + shift.state(reedArray[arm]) ;
aantaltilt = aantaltilt + shift.state(tiltArray[arm]);
}
}
BTSerial.print(“0”); // workaround for bluetooth problem
//1: Ultrasonic >10 cm | <6 reed contacts on | <6 tilt switches on
if (distance > 10 && aantalreed < 6 && aantaltilt < 6) {
Serial.println(“1”);
BTSerial.write(“1”);
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {

leds[ring12[arm]] = CRGB(0xff, 0xff, 0xff);
}
}
else if (distance > 10) {
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring12[arm]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
}
FastLED.show();
//2: Ultrasonic >10 cm | >6 reed contacs on | <6 tilt switches on
if (distance > 10 && aantalreed > 6 && aantaltilt < 6) {
Serial.println(“2”);
BTSerial.write(“2”);
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring8[arm]] = CRGB(0xff, 0xff, 0xff);
}
}
else if (distance > 10) {
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring8[arm]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
}
FastLED.show();
//3: Ultrasonic <10 cm | <6 reed contacs on | <6 tilt switches on
if (distance < 10 && aantalreed < 6 && aantaltilt < 6) {
Serial.println(“3”);
BTSerial.write(“3”);
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring8[arm]] = CRGB(0xff, 0xff, 0xff);
}
}
else if (distance < 10) {
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring8[arm]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
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Serial.println();
}
void loop() {
changeDetected = 0;
digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW); //ultrasonic distance
digitalWrite(trigPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW);
duration = 0;
duration = pulseIn(echoPin, HIGH);
distance = 0;
distance = duration * 0.034 / 2;
if (shift.update()) //read switch values
displayValues();
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) { //show green leds when applying
spheres
if (shift.state(reedArray[arm]) == LOW) {
leds[ledArray[arm]] = CRGB(255, 0, 0);
} else {
leds[ledArray[arm]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
FastLED.show();
aantalreed = 0; //counting number of reeds and tilts active
aantaltilt = 0;
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
aantalreed = aantalreed + shift.state(reedArray[arm]) ;
aantaltilt = aantaltilt + shift.state(tiltArray[arm]);
}
}
BTSerial.print(“0”); // workaround for bluetooth problem
//1: Ultrasonic >10 cm | <6 reed contacts on | <6 tilt switches on
if (distance > 10 && aantalreed < 6 && aantaltilt < 6) {
Serial.println(“1”);
BTSerial.write(“1”);
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {

}
}
once = 0;
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring8[arm]] = CRGB(0xff, 0xff, 0xff);
}
FastLED.show();
delayEvent(30000);

}
}
FastLED.show();
//4: Ultrasonic <10cm | >6 reed contacts on | <6 tilt switches on
if (distance < 10 && aantalreed > 6 && aantaltilt < 6) {
Serial.println(“4”);
BTSerial.write(“4”);
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring4[arm]] = CRGB(0xff, 0xff, 0xff);
}
}
else if (distance < 10) {
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring4[arm]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
}
FastLED.show();
//5: Ultrasonic >10 cm | <6 reed contacs on | >6 tilt switches on
if (distance > 10 && aantalreed < 6 && aantaltilt > 6) {
Serial.println(“5”);
BTSerial.write(“5”);
if (once == 0) {
for (byte m = 0; m < 3; m++) {
for (byte k = 0; k < nRow; k = k + 1) {
for (byte l = 0; l < nCol; l = l + 1) {
leds[myArray[k][l]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0xff);
}
FastLED.show();
delayEvent(1000);
for (byte l = 0; l < nCol; l = l + 1) {
leds[myArray[k][l]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
FastLED.show();
}

}
else if (distance < 10) {
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring8[arm]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
}
FastLED.show();
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//6: Ultrasonic >10cim | >6 reed contacts on | >6 tilt switche on
if (distance > 10 && aantalreed > 6 && aantaltilt > 6) {
Serial.println(“6”);
BTSerial.write(6);
if (once == 0) {
for (byte m = 0; m < 3; m++) {
for (byte k = 0; k < nRow; k = k + 1) {
for (byte l = 0; l < nCol; l = l + 1) {
leds[myArray[k][l]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0xff);
}
FastLED.show();
delayEvent(1000);
for (byte l = 0; l < nCol; l = l + 1) {
leds[myArray[k][l]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
FastLED.show();
}
}
}

once = 0;
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring4[arm]] = CRGB(0xff, 0xff, 0xff);
}
FastLED.show();
delayEvent(30000);
}
else if (distance < 10) {
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring4[arm]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
}
FastLED.show();
//7: Ultrasonic <10cm | <6 reed contacts on | >6 tilt switches on
if (distance < 10 && aantalreed < 6 && aantaltilt > 6) {
Serial.println(“7”);
BTSerial.write(“7”);
if (once == 0) {
for (byte m = 0; m < 3; m++) {
for (byte k = 0; k < nRow; k = k + 1) {
for (byte l = 0; l < nCol; l = l + 1) {
leds[myArray[k][l]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0xff);
}
FastLED.show();
delayEvent(500);
for (byte l = 0; l < nCol; l = l + 1) {
leds[myArray[k][l]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
FastLED.show();
}
}
}
once = 0;
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring4[arm]] = CRGB(0xff, 0xff, 0xff);
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}
FastLED.show();
delayEvent(30000);
}
else if (distance < 10) {
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring4[arm]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
}
FastLED.show();
//8: Ultrasonic <10cm | >6 reed contacts on | >6 tilt switches on
if (distance < 10 && aantalreed > 6 && aantaltilt > 6) {
Serial.println(“8”);
BTSerial.write(8);
if (once == 0) {
for (byte m = 0; m < 3; m++) {
for (byte k = 0; k < nRow; k = k + 1) {
for (byte l = 0; l < nCol; l = l + 1) {
leds[myArray[k][l]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0xff);
}
FastLED.show();
delayEvent(500);
for (byte l = 0; l < nCol; l = l + 1) {
leds[myArray[k][l]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
FastLED.show();
}
}
}
once = 0;
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring1[arm]] = CRGB(0xff, 0xff, 0xff);
}
FastLED.show();

delayEvent(30000);
}
else if (distance < 10) {
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
leds[ring1[arm]] = CRGB(0, 0, 0);
}
}
FastLED.show();
}
void delayEvent(int eventInterval) {
// distance, aantalreed & aantaltilt are already known from the main loop or
previous delayEvent()
// so use a local varable to detect change
unsigned long currentTime = millis();
unsigned long previousTime = currentTime;
while ((currentTime - previousTime) <= eventInterval && changeDetected
== 0) {
digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW); //ultrasonic sensor
digitalWrite(trigPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW);
duration = 0;
duration = pulseIn(echoPin, HIGH);
int currentDistance = 0;
currentDistance = duration * 0.034 / 2;
if (shift.update()) //read switch values
displayValues();
int currentAantalreed = 0; //aantal reed aantal tilt
int currentAantaltilt = 0;
for (byte arm = 0; arm < 12; arm = arm + 1) {
currentAantalreed = currentAantalreed + shift.state(reedArray[arm]) ;
currentAantaltilt = currentAantaltilt + shift.state(tiltArray[arm]);
}
Serial.println(currentAantalreed);
//Halt this delayEvent() when sensor values have changed
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if ((currentAantalreed != aantalreed) || (currentAantaltilt != aantaltilt) || (cur- void draw() {
rentDistance != distance)) {
while (mySerial.available() >0) {
changeDetected = 1;
int inByte = mySerial.read(); //Read incoming from BTSerial
break; //leave the while loop
// String inByte = mySerial.readString(); //Read incoming from BTSerial
}
println(inByte); //Show what is incoming in the Serial monitor
currentTime = millis();
if (inByte == 49) { //205
}
image(img1, 0, 0);
}
image(img1, 0, height, img1.width, img1.height);
}
Processing code
if (inByte == 50) { //205
import processing.serial.*;
image(img2, 0, 0);
PImage img1;
image(img2, 0, height, img2.width, img2.height);
PImage img2;
}
PImage img3;
if (inByte == 51) { //205
PImage img4;
image(img3, 0, 0);
PImage img5;
image(img3, 0, height, img3.width, img3.height);
PImage img6;
}
PImage img7;
if (inByte == 52) { //243
PImage img8;
image(img4, 0, 0);
Serial mySerial;
image(img4, 0, height, img4.width, img4.height);
}
void setup() {
if (inByte == 53) { //205
size (1000, 8000);
image(img5, 0, 0);
printArray(Serial.list());
image(img5, 0, height, img5.width, img5.height);
String myPort =Serial.list()[2]; //COM port 8
}
println(“myPort = “+ myPort);
if (inByte == 54) { //243
mySerial = new Serial(this, myPort, 9600);
image(img6, 0, 0);
img1 = loadImage(“Foto1.png”);
image(img6, 0, height, img6.width, img6.height);
img2 = loadImage(“Foto2.png”);
}
img3 = loadImage(“Foto3.png”);
if (inByte == 55) { //243
img4 = loadImage(“Foto4.png”);
image(img7, 0, 0);
img5 = loadImage(“Foto5.png”);
image(img7, 0, height, img7.width, img7.height);
img6 = loadImage(“Foto6.png”);
}
img7 = loadImage(“Foto7.png”);
if (inByte == 56) { //254
img8 = loadImage(“Foto8.png”);
image(img8, 0, 0);
}
image(img8, 0, height, img8.width, img8.height);
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User testing
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Testing the prototype - 1 user test of 1 day
Chamyleon was tested for one day. This was done using Chamyleon as a device to give input on preferences and someone else made the system react
based on this input. This reaction consists of the person putting the aircon on
and off, setting the time for the airco, opening and closing the windows and
opening and closing the shutters. The change of the energy usage between
the power grid and solar panels was not taken into account, since that is not a
visible change, and therefore, will not result in a change in experience.

After I was done working I prepared to go to university because there were
some lectures and meetings planned for that day. Before I left I installed
Chamyleon again. I wanted the airco to turn off so I put all branches up. I was
thinking that it would not make sense to change the position of the trunk and
the spheres since the airco would be turned off. I saw the circle of light increasing a bit and the sound as well and this made me feel like I made a good start
of the day. [The actions taken were to put the airco off, and close the windows
again because the person was leaving the home.]

Ethical approval

That day I went to university from 10.15 until 16.00 including travelling time.
When I arrived back home it showed to be very hot inside, but outside it was
okay. Therefore I planned to go race cyling, but first I installed Chamyleon
again. Now I wanted the temperature to go down so I put almost all branches down. I would not matter if the system would take it’s time to reach the
temperature because I would go out for a bit anyways. So I turned the trunk
almost all the way up. It was important to me that green energy was used to I
put all the green spheres on. The circle of light was changing when I did these
interactions, but ended on the same place as during the last interaction. [The
The first time I set the Chamyleon I put 6 spheres on, and put 6 branches up. actions taken were to put the airco on, install a long time for the aricon and
The trunk I kept it on the same position. That is because I knew that I would close the shutters.]
be leaving soon, so I wanted the airco to work fast. I saw the circle of light
increasing and I started hearing sound. [The actions taken were to put the After cycling from 16.20-17.30 I arrived home to shower and go cooking dinairco more down, install the time to short, open the shutters and open the ner. Just while I started cooking I remembered that I wanted to install Chamyleon again, probably for the last time that day. I went to the prototype to put
windows.]
all the branches up again. In the meantime while I was cycling and showering,
After breakfast, having a short walk outside and changing, I went to do some the system took the time to cool down enough. I didn’t know if it would make
work for an hour on my laptop, from 9.00 - 10.00. I was doing that at the kitch- sense to put the trunk up and put spheres on but did it anyway for the artistic
en table, which is next to the living room, connected by a door which is almost effect. Now I would spend the rest of the time home, so I wanted the prototype to look good. [The actions taken were to put the aircon off, open the
always opened.
windows and open the shutters] After I did that the sound was creating a nice
atmosphere in the living room and you could hear it a bit in the kitchen as well.
The light circle was big and it looked like a big object in the room. I could even
use it as a light when it turned dark in the evening.
This day I woke up at 7.30 and went to have breakfast. When I was sitting at
the kitchen table eating my breakfast I stood up to walk to the living room
to install Chamyleon. When I got there I saw that all branches were down, no
spheres were on the branches and the trunk was turned all down. This also
meant that I saw a small circle of light and I didn’t hear sound at all. It was a
little sad to see. My goal for the day was to make it look better, but most of
all, to use more green energy. This means that putting on green spheres was
a priority for me.
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